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Level 15:  Restoring the Vector Code 

Inner Balance 
 
Our genetic material (DNA) is composed of 12 base-magnetic “female” base codes 

(mions) and 12 base-electrical “male” acceleration codes (dions).  Ideally, these mions 

and dions combine to form a potential of 12 vector codes (One Base Code + One 

Acceleration Code = 1 Vector Code); which eventually manifest as 12 base pairs.  Base 

pairs are the nucleotide building blocks that make up DNA.  However, since these 

magnetic and electrical components are attuned and affected by the earth’s vibrational 

grid, (this grid that has been distorted for a millennia) only four vector codes have been 

able to be active and thus our DNA consists of the four base pairs which we know today.  

 

Because the vibrational rate of the earth is changing, inactivated vector codes are ready to 

be activated.  Our DNA is stuck in the old distorted vibrational rate, which allowed only 

four vector codes to be active. 

 

As we are progressing into higher and higher vibrational rates, we have noticed that some 

of the 12 base-magnetic “female” base codes and some of the 12 base-electric “male” 

acceleration codes are aberrated/not in sync/not in tune with the new vibrational rates 

making it difficult for the vector codes/nucleotide base chemicals to be active. 

 

Over the past decade we have become more silica based in order to channel the energies 

that we have needed to channel.  This has also been necessary in order to allow more 

DNA to be activated.   

 

The reason that it is so important to get this repair work done now is because in the next 

few years the Earth is evolving and therefore every organism on the Earth must also 

evolve with it, because we are intimately connected.  The body and the planet are built in 

the same way.  So when the Earth ascends into a higher dimensional, less dense matter 

state, if you do not have a certain level of DNA activation and can tolerate the change in 

angular rotation of particle spin inside the atoms that make up your cells, you will not 

make the transition.  

 

Your next question… “How will this benefit me now?” 

 Your personal energy will increase 

 More inner balance (various parts of your physical body were vibrating at 

different rates; this process will unify them) 

 More in sync with the world around you and its vibrations 

 More balance between the outer you and inner you 

 The potential for less aches and pains that currently have no origin 
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 Easier to channel more information since the vibrational rates are more 

coherent with each other 

 Calmness within the body 

 Creativity seems to be waking up and flowing easier  

 

We (Loren and Diane Mickelson) do not activate a person’s DNA… nor even balance 

them… this is done by the person himself/herself as they progress and work through their 

issues.  Your DNA is activated when you have the ability to channel higher vibrations 

that eventually will increase to the point that all 12 base pairs will be active. 

   

We can, however, work with the Vector Codes.  We have the ability to work with the 

polarity of the Base Codes and the Acceleration Codes.   

The cost will be $555.00. 
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